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Synchronising Data at each Patient Visit 

Home ► Appointment Books 
 

Home ► Appointment Pad 
 

Home ► Queue Workflow 

The Ministry of Health requires that a patient’s NHI details are synchronised between the NHI 

and Medtech Evolution every time the patient visits the clinic. 

This process is automated. The Appointment Book, Appointment Pad and Queue Workflow 

have been enhanced to check if the NHI is validated in the Patient Register and to determine 

if there are any changes or differences from the patient register and the NHI.  

This process is triggered by the following actions: 

Module Trigger Action 

Appointment 

Books 

 Arrive and Print Slip icon is selected 

 Arrive without printing the slip is selected 

Appointment 

Pad 

 Arrive and Print Slip icon is selected 

 Arrive without printing the slip is selected 

Queue Workflow  If the ‘Arrived’ checkbox is ticked under the ‘New Queue’ screen, 

then clicking ‘OK’ will trigger the check 

 

 If the ‘Arrived’ checkbox is not ticked in the ‘New Queue’ screen, 

then clicking the ‘Arrive patient’ icon will trigger the check 
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Warning Messages in the Synchronisation Process 

Unvalidated NHI in Patient Register 

If the patient’s NHI has never been validated, once the synchronisation has been triggered 

the following warning message will be displayed: 

 

Figure 1 – Warning: Unvalidated NHI Number 

 

The checkbox is selected automatically, and will prompt a Staff & Patient Task to be created 

with a due date in one day. If this task is not required, then untick the checkbox.  

This warning prompt can be individually supressed under ‘File ► Options ► User Preferences 

► Suppress Warning Prompt’. This is unselected by default.  

 

NHI Patient Record Changed by a Third Party 

If the patient’s NHI has previously been validated via the NHI search process, then upon the 

trigger being actioned, a check is performed to see if there are any updates to this information 

since the record was last updated in Medtech Evolution.  

If an NHI version number is different from the version number stored in Medtech Evolution, the 

following warning message will be displayed: 
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Figure 2 – NHI Updated by a 3rd Party 

Selecting the ‘Yes’ button makes this patient active on the palette and the NHI Patient 

Demographics Comparsion screen is diplayed for you to check and update if appropriate (For 

more information, please read the Search and Update NHI user guide – referring to the Patient 

Demographics Comparison section).  

Selecting the ‘No’ button closes the screen without any further action.  

Selecting the ‘Create Staff & Patient Task’ checkbox and clicking ‘No’ will create a Staff & 

Patient task to check and update these records at a later time.  

 

Figure 3 – Patient Register updated after validation 

Similarly, if the NHI has already been validated and then a change is made in the Patient 

Register, a warning message will be displayed prompting you to synchronise the updated 

details and revalidate the patient’s NHI. 

 

 


